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The realization of conservation goals requires strategies for managing whole landscapes including areas allocated to both production and protection. Reserves alone are not adequate for nature conservation but they are the cornerstone on which regional strategies are built. Reserves have two main roles. They should sample or represent the biodiversity of each region and they should separate this biodiversity from processes that threaten its persistence. Existing reserve systems throughout the world contain a biased sample of biodiversity, usually that of remote places and other areas that are unsuitable for commercial activities. A more systematic approach to locating and designing reserves has been evolving and this approach will need to be implemented if a large proportion of today’s biodiversity is to exist in a future of increasing numbers of people and their demands on natural resources.

It is an ancient and widespread human practice to set aside areas for the preservation of natural values. The sacred groves of Asia and Africa and royal hunting forests are historical examples. Other areas protect ecosystem services such as the delivery of clean water or the supply of timber, or mitigate the expected adverse effects of over-clearing. Others protect recreational and scenic values and some have been planned to foster international cooperation. Many of these areas meet the World Conservation Union’s definition of a strictly protected area (IUCN categories I–IV); and hereafter we refer to such protected areas as ‘reserves’. These areas are increasingly being complemented by reserves established principally for the protection of biodiversity, including ecosystems, biological assemblages, species and populations. The basic role of reserves is to separate elements of biodiversity from processes that threaten their existence in the wild. They must do this within the constraints imposed by large and rapidly increasing numbers of humans in many parts of the world and their attendant requirements for space, materials and waste disposal.

The extent to which reserves fulfil this role depends on how well they meet two objectives. The first is representativeness, a long-established goal referring to the need for reserves to represent, or sample, the full variety of biodiversity, ideally at all levels of organization. The second is persistence. Reserves, once established, should promote the long-term survival of the species and other elements of biodiversity they contain by maintaining natural processes and viable populations and by excluding threats. To meet these objectives, conservation planning must deal not only with the location of reserves in relation to natural physical and biological patterns but also with reserve design, which includes variables such as size, connectivity, replication, and alignment of boundaries, for example, with watersheds. A structured systematic approach to conservation planning provides the foundation needed to meet these objectives.

Systematic conservation planning has several distinctive characteristics. First, it requires clear choices about the features to be used as surrogates for overall biodiversity in the planning process. Second, it is based on explicit goals, preferably translated into quantitative, operational targets. Third, it recognizes the extent to which conservation goals have been met in existing reserves. Fourth, it uses simple, explicit methods for locating and designing new reserves to complement existing ones in achieving goals. Fifth, it applies explicit criteria for implementing conservation action on the ground, especially with respect to the scheduling of protective management when not all candidate areas can be secured at once (usually). Sixth and finally, it adopts explicit objectives and mechanisms for maintaining the conditions within reserves that are required to foster the persistence of key natural features, together with monitoring of those features and adaptive management as required. The effectiveness of systematic conservation planning comes from its efficiency in using limited resources to achieve conservation goals, its defensibility and flexibility in the face of competing land uses, and its accountability in allowing decisions to be critically reviewed. This is an idealized description of a process that is difficult to achieve in practice. Nevertheless, substantial parts have now been implemented around the world and some are used as illustrations below.

The practice of conservation planning has generally not been systematic and new reserves have often been located in places that do not contribute to the representation of biodiversity. The main reason is that reservation usually stops or slows the extraction of natural resources. In some regions, housing and commercial development compete with reserves for land. The economic and political implications can be serious and reserves can be degraded or even lose their protected status when they prove to be economically valuable. As a result, reserves tend to be concentrated on land that, at least at the time of establishment, was too remote or unproductive to be important economically. This means that many species occurring in productive landscapes or landscapes with development potential are not protected, even though disturbance, transformation to intensive uses, and fragmentation continue. Another reason for the inappropriate location of reserves is the very diversity of reasons for which reserves are established. A diversity of goals means that different proponents see different places as important. Because highly valued areas arising from alternative conservation goals often fail to overlap, there is competition among proponents for limited funds and the limited attention spans of decision-makers. Moreover, goals such as the protection of grand scenery and wilderness often focus on areas that are remote, rugged and
residual from intensive uses, giving them a political advantage over goals such as representativeness, which focus also on disturbed, economically productive landscapes (Fig. 1).

Conservation planning is therefore an activity in which social, economic and political imperatives modify, sometimes drastically, scientific prescriptions. This interaction need not be all one way. Science has at least three means of influencing the practice of nature conservation. First, an available body of scientific theory and application can provide some of the raw material for constructing policies. Second, science can offer solutions when called upon to assist in the implementation of policies and conventions, while also clarifying the social and economic implications of alternative methods or scenarios (this role is best filled when science is integral to the process, not simply called in for peer review or when technical or political problems emerge). Third, science can and should be used to review the effectiveness of political processes for achieving stated biodiversity goals. A structured framework for conservation planning will enhance the effectiveness with which science can do these three things.

A framework for systematic conservation planning

Systematic conservation planning can be seen as a process in six stages (Box 1), each of which is discussed below with examples of the tasks and decisions required. The process is not unidirectional — there will be many feedbacks and reasons for revised decisions about priority areas. For example, it will be necessary to re-examine conservation goals as knowledge accumulates, and replacement candidate reserves will have to be identified when unforeseen difficulties arise in implementation. Although our discussion focuses on reserves, the framework applies equally well to many problems in ‘off-reserve’ conservation, including habitat restoration. Decisions about both on- and off-reserve conservation, if they are not to be ad hoc and uncoordinated, should be guided by explicit goals, identification of priorities in regional or broader contexts, and clear choices between...
potential conservation areas and alternative forms of management.

**Stage 1. Measure and map biodiversity**

Because of the complexity of biodiversity, surrogates such as sub-sets of species, species assemblages and habitat types have to be used as measures of biodiversity, and the locations of these surrogates within areas have to be plotted so that similarities or differences among areas can be estimated.

Biological systems are organized hierarchically from the molecular to the ecosystem level. Logical classes such as individuals, populations, species, communities and ecosystems are heterogeneous. Each member of each class can be distinguished from every other member. It is not even possible to enumerate all of the species of any one area, let alone the members of logical classes at lower levels such as populations and individuals. Yet this is biodiversity, and maintaining that complexity is the goal of conservation planning. For the foreseeable future it will be necessary to accept this incomplete knowledge and adopt methods for making the most of what we do know or can discover from new surveys. Thus, surrogate or partial measures of biodiversity must be used to estimate similarity or difference among areas within planning regions.

The choice of surrogate measures is not trivial. The strong temptation is to use a group of species: for example, vascular plants, vertebrates or butterflies. We may know that the presence of a butterfly indicates the presence of its food plant somewhere nearby. The real question, however, is whether the presence of that butterfly, or any other taxon, indicates the presence of other taxa to the extent that it can be considered a suitable surrogate for overall biodiversity. Tests of taxonomic surrogacy in Britain and South Africa are not encouraging, but more promising results have been obtained in Uganda. Divergent results are attributable to differences in analytical methods, geographical scales and biogeographical histories of the study areas. Reliable generalizations and an understanding of how such factors affect taxonomic surrogacy are still developing. Higher levels in the biological hierarchy, such as species assemblages, habitat types and ecosystems lose biological precision, but have other advantages. They can integrate more of the ecological processes that contribute to the maintenance of ecosystem function (although there is active debate on this issue) and the relevant data are more widely and consistently available. In addition, there are sound theoretical reasons why environmental variables should be good estimators of the spatial distribution patterns of species and there are now some empirical studies that add support. New statistical techniques are also being developed to compare how well different environmental surrogates reflect the distribution patterns of species.

---

**Box 1 Stages in systematic conservation planning**

Systematic conservation planning can be separated into six stages, and some examples of tasks and decisions in each are presented below.

Note that the process is not unidirectional; there will be many feedbacks and reasons for altering decisions (see text for examples).

1. **Compile data on the biodiversity of the planning region**
   - Review existing data and decide on which data sets are sufficiently consistent to serve as surrogates for biodiversity across the planning region.
   - If time allows, collect new data to augment or replace some existing data sets.
   - Collect information on the localities of species considered to be rare and/or threatened in the region (these are likely to be missed or under-represented in conservation areas selected only on the basis of land classes such as vegetation types).

2. **Identify conservation goals for the planning region**
   - Set quantitative conservation targets for species, vegetation types or other features (for example, at least three occurrences of each species, 1,500 ha of each vegetation type, or specific targets tailored to the conservation needs of individual features). Despite inevitable subjectivity in their formulation, the value of such goals is their explicitness.
   - Set quantitative targets for minimum size, connectivity or other design criteria.
   - Identify qualitative targets or preferences (for example, as far as possible, new conservation areas should have minimal previous disturbance from grazing or logging).

3. **Review existing conservation areas**
   - Measure the extent to which quantitative targets for representation and design have been achieved by existing conservation areas.
   - Identify the imminence of threat to under-represented features such as species or vegetation types, and the threats posed to areas that will be important in securing satisfactory design targets.

4. **Select additional conservation areas**
   - Regard established conservation areas as ‘constraints’ or focal points for the design of an expanded system.
   - Identify preliminary sets of new conservation areas for consideration as additions to established areas. Options for doing this include reserve selection algorithms or decision-support software to allow stakeholders to design expanded systems that achieve regional conservation goals subject to constraints such as existing reserves, acquisition budgets, or limits on feasible opportunity costs for other land uses.

5. **Implement conservation actions**
   - Decide on the most appropriate or feasible form of management to be applied to individual areas (some management approaches will be fallbacks from the preferred option).
   - If one or more selected areas prove to be unexpectedly degraded or difficult to protect, return to stage 4 and look for alternatives.
   - Decide on the relative timing of conservation management when resources are insufficient to implement the whole system in the short term (usually).

6. **Maintain the required values of conservation areas**
   - Set conservation goals at the level of individual conservation areas (for example, maintain salient habitats for one or more species for which the area is important). Ideally, these goals will acknowledge the particular values of the area in the context of the whole system.
   - Implement management actions and zonings in and around each area to achieve the goals.
   - Monitor key indicators that will reflect the success of management actions or zonings in achieving goals. Modify management as required.
Planning is essentially a matter of comparison so it is preferable to compare two or more areas with the same kind of information at the same level of detail. A map of vegetation types (communities or habitat types) and/or environmental classes provides spatial consistency across wide areas. On the other hand, museum and herbarium data on the locations of taxa are notoriously biased, having been collected for a different purpose (systematics), and often in an opportunistic manner, from the places that collectors expected to find what they were looking for or that were conveniently accessible\textsuperscript{29,30}. Plots of the field records from many collections therefore map road networks. Various methods — empirical, statistical and computational — are now available for modelling wider spatial distribution patterns from the point records that field samples represent\textsuperscript{41–43}, but their reliability is also at least partly a function of the degree of spatial bias. New systematic field surveys to fill gaps are the best solution but they can be expensive and time consuming.

There is no best surrogate. The decision on which to use will depend on many factors including what data are available and what resources there are for data analysis (for example, spatial modelling) and the collection of new data. In most parts of the world, the only spatially consistent information available is on higher-order surrogates such as vegetation types and environmental classes. Collections of taxa might form an accurate representation of some biological distributions in some countries where well designed and well resourced surveys have been used to collect the data. Taxa collections may also be used with some reliability at coarse scales (for example, grid cells of 50 km × 50 km), but usually become less reliable at the scale of individual reserves\textsuperscript{44}. If taxa sub-sets are used without spatial modelling, it is usually with the understanding that the disadvantage of spatial bias is offset by the advantage of having at least some direct biological information to complement higher-order surrogates. Combinations of surrogates will be most practicable in most situations. In a recent study in Papua New Guinea, environmental domains classified from climate, landform and geology\textsuperscript{35}, vegetation types mapped from aerial photographs, and the known locations of rare and threatened species were all used as biodiversity surrogates (Fig. 2)\textsuperscript{19,20}.

A decision is also needed at this stage on how to define planning units, the building blocks of the reserve system. Planning units can be regular (for example, grids or hexagons) or irregular (for example, tenure parcels, watersheds or habitat remnants). A mix of planning units might be appropriate in regions that contain both fragmented landscapes and extensive tracts of uncleared vegetation. The choice has implications for the efficiency with which representation goals can be achieved as well as for the design and management of reserves\textsuperscript{36}. For the reserve selection process described in stage 4, it is necessary to compile data on biodiversity surrogates for each of the planning units in the region. Data on tenure (for stages 3, 4 and 5, below) and other contextual data that might influence selection and implementation (for example, roads, rivers, terrain, timber resources and threats) should also be compiled at this stage.

**Stage 2. Identify conservation goals for the planning region**

The overall goals of systematic conservation planning — representativeness and persistence — have to be translated into more specific, preferably quantitative, targets for operational use. Targets allow clear identification of the contributions of existing reserves to regional goals and provide the means for measuring the conservation value of different areas during the area selection process in stage 4 below. Targets such as 10 or 12% of the areas of countries or vegetation types have been criticized because they are too small to prevent the extinction of many species, can be subverted by reserving the least productive and least threatened landscapes, and can mislead the public into believing that limited conservation action is adequate\textsuperscript{37,38}. A focus on targets for reserves may also remove incentives to implement other conservation actions such as off-reserve management\textsuperscript{39}. These criticisms are valid, but are aimed at how targets are set rather than exposing reasons for not setting targets at all. Planners need to know what they are aiming for. ‘More equals better’ is good in principle, but does little to resolve choices between areas with different biotas when other demands narrow the geographical scope for reservation. Accordingly, planners need targets that do several things: focus on scales that are much finer than whole countries or regions; deal with natural processes as well as biodiversity pattern; reflect the relative needs of species and landscapes for protection; recognize that reserves must be complemented by off-reserve management, preferably also with targets; and leave options open for revision as social and economic conditions change. Ideally, reservation targets will be an integral part of policies and government processes\textsuperscript{40}. Failure to achieve targets for economically valuable landscapes is likely, so periodic reviews (stage 3, below) are necessary.

Most exercises in systematic conservation planning have chosen areas on the basis of the occurrences of species. Some have used predicted probabilities of occurrence\textsuperscript{41}. Recent applications have set targets for the spatial extent of communities, habitat types or environmental classes, sometimes with explicit formulae for adjusting targets according to factors such as natural rarity and vulnerability to threats\textsuperscript{42}. These are all targets for representing a biodiversity pattern. Targets for ecological processes can be more problematic. Because conservation planning is a spatial exercise, protection of natural processes must be based on their spatial surrogates rather than the processes themselves (for example, size, lack of roads, watershed...
boundaries, and migration routes). Setting process targets can be difficult in practice because the environment is heterogeneous in space and time and different species function at different spatial and temporal scales\(^5\). Nevertheless, seven aspects of theory on ecological and evolutionary processes, now supported by some empirical evidence, can provide guidelines.

**Biogeographical theory**

Traditionally, the equilibrium theory of island biogeography\(^6\) and associated biogeographical theory has been used to help set targets for size, shape and distance between reserves (although usually such targets were not quantitative). This body of theory tells us that bigger reserves are better, the closer they are the better, the more circular the better, and that reserves should be linked by habitat corridors\(^7,8\). In the real world of conservation planning, the opportunity to apply such guidelines is constrained by costs and patterns of land-use history. These design principles also introduced an important trade-off into planning that is seldom acknowledged. If the area available for reservation is limited, a choice might have to be made between a few large reserves that favour the persistence of some species or more smaller reserves that together are more representative of the region's biodiversity but individually are less effective for the persistence of some species, for example, large, wide-ranging species\(^9,10,11\). An early and widely ignored criticism of the equilibrium theory was that it treated islands as featureless plains with no internal habitat diversity and species as characterless features with no genetic or geographical variation\(^12\). There is now some experimental support for the prediction that increased isolation reduces the likelihood of persistence of certain species\(^13\), supporting targets for connectivity. However, attention has rightly shifted to the roles of environmental heterogeneity, species interactions, local- and regional-scale population dynamics, and the effects of habitat modification in reserve planning.

**Metapopulation dynamics**

In general, a metapopulation\(^14\) is a network of local populations linked by dispersal. More narrowly, the term is used to describe systems in which local populations periodically go extinct with recolonization occurring by migration from other local populations\(^15\). Metapopulations go extinct when the rate of extinction of local populations exceeds the rate of migration and recolonization. Confining a species to a reserve may disrupt metapopulation dynamics, increasing the risk of local extinction due, for example, to a catastrophic event such as wildfire, and decreasing the chances of recolonization. Metapopulation theory calls for targets that consider reservation across species' natural ranges so that some populations might escape the impact of unpredictable events, thereby spreading the risk of extinction\(^16\). It also calls for the retention of landscape linkages to promote dispersal and the exchange of individuals between geographically separate sub-populations\(^17\) and for the retention of patches of suitable, but currently unoccupied, habitat\(^18\).

**Source-pool effects and successional pathways**

The species composition of an area changes over time in a process usually called ecological succession. Some of these changes will be due to dispersal but others will be the products of initial conditions. There is a mix of starting propagules available in an area and subsequent changes reflect a sorting of this mix according to life-history traits and interspecific interactions\(^19\). Because of periodic, patchy disturbances, most regions contain areas at various stages along these pathways and many species exploit the temporal and spatial variation of natural disturbance regimes\(^20\). The implications for target setting are that all successional stages might need to be represented, replication of reserves to sample different successional stages might be desirable, and large reserves are better because they can better accommodate natural patch dynamics without succession being reset throughout by a single event such as a wildfire\(^21\).

**Spatial autecological requirements**

Different species require different amounts of space to complete their life cycles\(^22\) (Fig. 3). Most reserves contain one or more species that would not persist as residents even for one generation if they became isolated. Many other reserves, without supplementation by unreserved habitat, would be likely to lose species in the long term through a variety of chance events. Thus, the long-term persistence of some taxa requires sustainable populations across entire landscapes or regions as predicted, for example, for the northern spotted owl \((Strix occidentalis caurina)\) in the Pacific northwest United States\(^23\). There is a vast literature on population viability analysis\(^24,25\). Reservation targets should include viable population sizes and structures (for example, age classes and sex ratios) when these are known. Many species exploit temporal variation by moving between different habitats, requiring targets to recognize key habitat combinations where these can be identified. The focal species approach\(^26\) attempts to integrate patterns and processes by identifying those species in a landscape that are most demanding of resources and then targeting them for management. The kinds of resources needed by focal species may be, for example, large areas, connectivity between habitat patches and complex heterogeneous habitats\(^27\). The argument is that if management can maintain these species in a landscape, then most other species will be maintained as well.

**Source–sink population structures**

If, in some high-quality habitats (sources) a species' reproduction rate exceeds mortality, but in low-quality habitats (sinks) its reproduction rate is lower than mortality, then a net dispersal away from sources may sustain populations in sinks\(^28,29\). In southeastern Australia, 63% of the arboreal marsupial population is found in only 9% of the forest with high foliar nutrients\(^30\). Dispersal throughout the remainder of the forest occurs from these areas of high population

---

**Figure 4** Isolated habitat remnants in the wheat belt of Western Australia. Isolation causes physical changes to habitat remnants, which in turn can lead to changes in species composition and population sizes. Photograph courtesy of CSIRO, Wildlife & Ecology.
density. If population sources for some species are outside reserves or are not targeted for reservation, then the presence of those species within reserves is at risk.

Effects of habitat modification

If reserves become remnants of natural habitat surrounded by alien habitat such as cropland or pasture, changes brought about by isolation and exposure have implications for the persistence of species within them (Fig. 4). Changes in fluxes of wind, water and solar radiation\(^7\) can lead, in turn, to changes in vegetation structure, microclimate, ground cover and nutrient status\(^8\). These changes may favour some species, but they also lead to reduced population sizes and local extinction of others\(^9,10\). Once isolated and exposed, habitat remnants may be placed on a trajectory of continued change. Deleterious effects can feed back on themselves to increase their magnitude\(^1\), they can simply accumulate with time\(^5\), or they can cascade, with a change in a species’ abundance or productivity leading to unforeseen changes in the populations of other species. In fragmented landscapes, where reserves are likely to be small and isolated, targets for off-reserve conservation are particularly important and they should include buffers around remnants, sympathetic management of poorly protected vegetation types or environments, and habitat restoration

Species as evolutionary units

It has long been argued that species should be treated as dynamic evolutionary units rather than as types\(^11,12\). There are at least two related planning implications. First, areas occupied by taxa that appear from phylegories to be actively radiating, or are most phylogenetically distinct, might be targeted for protection\(^13,14\). Second, with an understanding of the physical and biological processes leading to active diversification of taxa, it is possible to identify and set targets for evolutionary templates. The most distinctive evolutionary feature of the Cape Floristic Region of South Africa has been the recent and massive diversification of many plant lineages. This process has been related to landscape features, such as interfaces between different soil types, which are now targeted for conservation action\(^15\).

These seven aspects of ecological and evolutionary processes have been explored largely as independent lines of research, separate also from the extensive work on the derivation and application of targets for biological patterns. An integration of all these research areas is needed for planning applications if the goals of representation and persistence are to be achieved\(^16\). The best way forward is not yet clear but some attempts in different regions by different planning groups will allow comparisons to be made and, hopefully, some promising directions to be identified.

Stage 3. Review existing reserves

The extent to which targets for representation and persistence have already been achieved in existing reserves has to be determined. This defines the scope of the task in stage 4. Systematic reviews of existing reserve systems have a long history and are the conceptual basis for the Gap Analysis Program in the United States, now incorporating research and development projects and their applications in the 48 contiguous states\(^17\). This programme was designed originally to identify gaps in the coverage of reserve networks but its increasing activity in identifying candidate conservation areas\(^18\) (stage 4, below) is grounded in the systematic planning methods described here, which from the earliest applications have recognized the contribution of existing reserves to explicit targets\(^19\).

Analyses of gaps in networks of reserves have concentrated on which features are represented or not represented and to what extent. Two other aspects of gap analysis have received little attention. The first is the relative imminence or likelihood of species or habitats becoming extinct without conservation action. Because features that are under-reserved according to representation targets vary in their exposure and vulnerability to threatening processes, some gaps are more important than others\(^20\). Decisions about the scheduling of conservation action relative to threat are crucial for effective implementation (stage 5, below). Gap analyses that incorporate threats can reveal spatial biases in action by agencies and governments that inhibit effective implementation.

The second neglected aspect of gap analysis relates to natural dynamics and the persistence of biodiversity in the long term. Measures of gaps in process and persistence are few\(^21,22\) and a comprehensive, generic set of criteria for measuring gaps in the coverage of processes is lacking. Although most planners would agree that large size, connectivity and integrity are generally desirable, many species and vegetation types now exist only in remnants of habitat that are altered and surrounded by intensive land uses. The criteria for assessing gaps in coverage will be different in fragmented landscapes than in landscapes in which large contiguous tracts of habitat remain. The relative priority of reserve design criteria when they produce contrasting results (for example, compactness versus replication) has not been adequately addressed, nor has the role of partial contributions to biodiversity protection from areas under different
are able to guide decisions not only about how reserves sample biodiversity, but also about the design of reserve systems.

management regimes outside strict reserves. In most planning exercises, implementation (stage 5, below) is likely to be gradual or, if rapid, will often fail to achieve all targets, particularly those for landscapes with economic potential. In these cases, the planning process should loop back periodically from stage 5 to stage 3 so that progress can be updated, new areas selected as appropriate (stage 4), and implementation reconsidered.

**Stage 4. Select additional reserves**

After the review of existing reserves, the need for additional areas to achieve the outstanding targets will become clear. At least some of the area selections at this stage are only preliminary because implementation (stage 5) invariably reveals practical impediments that require a degree of revision of the initial choices. The existing reserves are recognized not only for their contributions to targets but also because they can become the focal points or spatial constraints around which newly selected reserves or new, separate areas are located. The most convenient tools for the task of selection are algorithms, which apply explicit rules to identify notional sets of areas84. These algorithms can be used to investigate various policy options, for example, to include or exclude wilderness areas, old-growth forest or regenerating areas, and to compare outcomes in terms of the number or total extent of new reserves needed. They can also indicate to planners whether the full set of targets is achievable within the expected limits of land area, acquisition cost or opportunity costs for other uses and, if not all are possible, the extent to which trade-offs are necessary (for example, between efficiency and design, or between representation of all forest types and the requirements of industry for timber). They provide a basis for negotiation or refinement of the conservation plan by regional or local experts. A recent development is the incorporation of algorithms into decision-support systems to guide structured negotiations between interest groups85. Used in this way, algorithms are able to guide decisions not only about how reserves sample biodiversity, but also about the design of reserve systems.

**Complementarity**

All selection algorithms use complementarity, a measure of the extent to which an area, or set of areas, contributes unique features to an existing area or set of areas104. The precise measure depends on the targets that have been identified and on the type of data. Most simply, it can be thought of as the number of unrepresented species (or other biodiversity features) that a new area adds. It has also been interpreted as a similarity index based on the number of species shared and not shared between two areas105,106, as the contribution a new area makes to sampling a complete multivariate pattern generated by a classification or ordination of all areas107,108, and as the distance in multivariate space that a new area is from existing areas109,110. For targets set in terms of the extent of features such as forest types, complementarity can be measured as the contribution an area makes to outstanding targets according to the proportions of different types within that area (Fig. 5). An area with high complementarity will not necessarily be the richest111. If, for example, an area contributes few species or habitat types and those features are not widely represented in the landscape, then its complementarity value could be extremely high. Another important property of complementarity is that it is recalculated for all unselected areas each time a new area is added to the notional reserved set. This recognizes that the potential contribution of an area to a set of targets is dynamic — some or all of the features in an unselected area might have had their targets partly or fully met by the selection of other areas. In contrast, more traditional measures of conservation value such as species richness or the number of rare species are unresponsive to changing targets and decisions to reserve other areas.

**Spatial constraints on the selection of reserves**

Constraints on the area selection process can be grouped into five kinds. The first, irreplaceability112, is inherent in any data set. When selection algorithms or regional experts decide on areas for reservation they choose between alternative areas for meeting conservation targets. For some planning exercises, it can be useful to display these alternatives explicitly as a map of irreplaceability (Fig. 6), indicating for each of the areas in a region the options for replacing it while still achieving conservation targets. Some areas have no replacements, whereas others have many. This information can be used to indicate the scope for altering selections by algorithms or experts (for example in trade-offs between targets and extractive land uses), to guide negotiations over new conservation areas, or to set priorities for implementation (stage 5, below). Four other spatial constraints are described below with examples from a recent application in Papua New Guinea (PNG) (Fig. 2)113,114.

**Costs.** The use of an area for the protection of biodiversity generally means that it should not be available for commercial uses. Thus, biodiversity protection incurs opportunity costs. Trade-offs between the opportunity costs and biodiversity gain can be achieved during the area selection process115 or as a separate exercise after an initial selection116. It is important for the credibility of conservation planning that conservation goals are seen to be achieved in a way that minimizes, as far as possible, foregone opportunities for production. It is now possible to measure the opportunity costs of achieving a biodiversity goal, and, conversely, the biodiversity costs of meeting a production goal, where that goal requires land allocation117,118. Examples of opportunity costs are timber volume and agricultural production. Figure 2 shows the relative timber volumes on selected biodiversity priority areas in PNG. Other kinds of costs such as acquisition costs and the ongoing costs associated with management and maintenance could also be incorporated as constraints in the area selection process.

**Commitments.** Commitments are areas that must be selected regardless of their contribution to targets. The most common examples are existing reserves (Fig. 5). Other examples might be areas containing rare and threatened species and areas of endemicism. Both existing reserves and areas containing rare and threatened species were used in the PNG study. Existing reserves can also require additional commitments of areas, for example when they need to be linked or have

---

**Figure 6 Pattern of irreplaceability in part of the northeast forests of New South Wales.** The map is based on the same data and calculations of irreplaceability used in the C-Plan decision-support system119. In 1998 to guide negotiations between interest groups over new reserves in the region. Blue areas, grey areas and other polygons as in Fig. 5. The gradient from red to white indicates irreplaceability values of logging compartments based on the mix of forest ecosystems within each compartment, the distributions of 198 forest ecosystems across the region, their individual reservation targets in hectares, and the extent to which each target is already met in the existing reserves. Red areas are totally irreplaceable; if they are not reserved, one or more targets will not be met. Progressively lower values (pink, orange, dark yellow, pale yellow and white) indicate logging compartments with progressively more replacements. With lower values, the options for achieving targets are less constrained if compartments are unavailable or prove unsuitable for reservation. Like complementarity, irreplaceability is a dynamic measure. In the 1998 negotiations, values were recalculated each time one or more compartments were notionally reserved.
their boundaries rationalized.

**Masks.** These are areas to be excluded from selection. For the PNG plan, areas smaller than 10 km² and areas used intensively for agriculture were masked initially. It was found, however, that some areas heavily used for agriculture were required if the biodiversity goal was to be achieved because they represented environments that were unavailable for selection elsewhere.

**Preferences.** Sometimes certain characteristics of areas for conservation are to be preferred, if possible, over others. For the PNG plan, areas with low human population density and areas previously identified by expert taxonomists and ecologists as biodiversity priorities were given preference for selection, where there was a choice. Combining expert assessments with explicit analyses of spatially consistent data has advantages. Experts are inevitably biased geographically and taxonomically. On the other hand, data matrices inevitably lack the full store of knowledge in experts’ heads.

**Stage 5. Implement conservation actions on the ground**

There is a world of difference between the selection process described above, and making things happen on the ground. Implementation is usually complicated by the variety of people, agencies and commercial interests with a stake in the region and by the time needed to apply conservation management to particular areas. The eventual system of reserves can be very different from the one designed in stage 4.

An example of a relatively straightforward case of implementation is the 1996 expansion of forest conservation areas in eastern New South Wales, Australia (Fig. 7). Planning was restricted to public land and the application of conservation action was rapid once the new areas had been negotiated to meet (most) targets and boundaries had been fine-tuned on the ground. Only a few forms of protection were at issue with little uncertainty about where they should most appropriately be applied. The implemented configuration was little different from that produced in the selection stage. A more complex and probably more widespread situation involves a mix of land tenures, ongoing loss and alteration of indigenous vegetation during a protracted process of applying conservation action on the ground, and the need to decide on an appropriate mix of protection measures.

Three types of decisions are particularly important (Fig. 8). First, the most appropriate or feasible form of management should be identified for each area. This might be complicated by the need to apply particular forms of management in particular designated places, for example in biosphere reserves, which have core and buffer zones. In some cases, the preferred form of management might be infeasible and will need to be changed. Second, if one or more selected areas prove to be unexpectedly degraded or difficult to protect, it will be necessary to return to stage 4 and identify replacements, where they exist (Fig. 6). Third, decisions are needed on the relative timing of conservation action when resources are insufficient to implement the whole network quickly. With ongoing loss and alteration of habitat, a strategy is needed to minimize the extent to which conservation targets are compromised before being achieved.

One strategy for scheduling conservation action within regions is to plot selected areas on two axes (Fig. 8). The first is irreplaceability or the extent to which the loss of the area will compromise regional conservation targets (Fig. 8). The second is vulnerability or the risk of the area being transformed by extractive uses. Areas with high values for both should receive priority for conservation action (Fig. 8). They are most likely to be lost and, because of the absence or small numbers of replacements, their loss will have the most serious impact on the achievement of targets. This approach is similar conceptually to the original definition of global hotspots and to other assessments of priorities at global or continental scales. Plotting selected areas on two axes also has an advantage over combining values for both to produce a single priority score. Different areas of the graph can indicate the need for alternative management prescriptions, subject to regular review (Fig. 8). Three important qualifications are necessary. One is that an exercise in triage might be necessary to decide if strict reservation is infeasible for some very high priority areas, necessitating other forms of protection such as management agreements with landholders, or outright abandonment. A second is the unresolved question of whether and how vulnerability to different threatening processes (for example, clearing, logging and grazing) should be combined for prioritization. A third is that the idea has been used mainly to prioritize areas for achieving biodiversity pattern targets and has yet to be developed fully for process targets. For some process targets it will be necessary to combine individual candidate areas into larger units before identifying priorities. Conservation planners are then likely to confront some difficult choices. They will often have to decide whether a limited annual budget should be used, for example, to keep intact a movement corridor for ungulates, a block of habitat considered minimal for the viability of a carnivore species, or the only known location of an endemic plant. Planning for both the representation of patterns and persistence of species and natural processes requires planners to compare apples and oranges. There are no guidelines for optimizing the outcome and no guarantees that the anticipated outcome will be realized.

**Stage 6. Management and monitoring of reserves**

Establishing a reserve heralds the beginning of another process that is at least as demanding as the preceding planning process and spans a much longer period of time. Management of reserves should ensure that their natural values are retained in the face of internal natural dynamics, disturbances from outside, and a variety of valid human uses. In practice, the management of many reserves is inadequately resourced, unplanned and often threatened by illegal use for basic human subsistence or commercial activities. Some exist only on paper, never having been implemented.

Sound management effectively involves another cycle of the previous five stages applied to individual reserves. It requires information on the biodiversity of each reserve, knowledge of the processes that underpin ecological functions, and an understanding of the responses of key elements of biodiversity to natural processes and anthropogenic disturbances (stage 1). Management should be based on explicit goals or targets (as in stage 2), preferably acknowledging the contribution of each reserve’s particular natural values to the regional system. Based on the extent to which management goals are already being achieved (stage 3), it might be necessary to review prescriptions or zonings and to prepare a new management plan indicating which parts of reserves are appropriate for different uses, require regulation of natural processes or need to be rehabilitated (stage 4). Problems with implementation of the management plan (stage 5) will usually be minimized or avoided if key interest groups are consulted during its development. As with the selection and implementation of new reserves, this process is not fixed and...
unidirectional. New data on patterns and processes within a reserve might call for revised goals. More generally, ongoing management should be complemented by periodic monitoring (back to stage 3) to assess the effectiveness of management actions in achieving nominated goals, with subsequent adjustment of goals and activities as appropriate. Adaptive management12, coupled with a genuine commitment to monitoring, is increasingly recognized as crucial, not only to follow the status of selected elements of biodiversity, but also to assess the adequacy of resources for management, the capability of the responsible institutions, and the accountability with which funds are being used108.

Figure 8 A framework for identifying priority conservation areas in time and space, applicable within regions to environments or other land types20 or to potential conservation areas100–102. The graph shows hypothetical data for 100 potential conservation areas, each with values for irreplaceability and vulnerability (for example, agricultural potential). Red points are a subset of areas that are notionally selected to achieve targets but not yet given reservation status. Blue points are possible replacements. Selected areas occur in all parts of the graph, although the selected proportion increases with higher irreplaceability. If not all selected areas can be protected immediately (a common situation), the positions of areas in the graph will change over time. Some of the more vulnerable areas are likely to be converted to agriculture. As this happens, the irreplaceability of some of the remaining areas will increase as they become more important for achieving targets for features that are now less extensive and/or less frequent elsewhere. Conversely, as areas are progressively reserved, the irreplaceability of others will decrease as the features they contain approach or reach their conservation targets. The vulnerability of areas will also change, most likely upwards as land-use pressures intensify. Appropriate responses by conservation planners can be related to the different quadrants, as in previous studies at broader scales100–102. Quadrant 1: areas most likely to be lost and with fewest replacements. Quadrant 2: areas vulnerable to loss but with more replacements, either because features are relatively common and extensive relative to targets or because targets have been partly met in existing reserves. Holding measures are necessary to avoid loss of some areas causing others to move upwards into quadrant 1. Options for protection include reservation where appropriate (and without pre-empting reserves in quadrant 1) complemented with off-reserve management. Quadrant 3: areas with lower present risk of agricultural conversion but high irreplaceability (for example, rocky ranges in a matrix of agricultural land or rare land types outside the climatic limits of agriculture). Protection is less urgent and acquisition for reservation more feasible than for quadrants 1 and 2 because of slower rates of transformation and (likely) lower land prices. Quadrant 4: the positions of areas here are likely to be stable and require least intervention, although monitoring of land use is advisable.

Interaction between reserve management and the location and design of reserves is inevitable. Decisions in the earlier stages of the planning process should, if possible, anticipate management issues. Key considerations include size and shape, alignment of boundaries with watersheds, avoidance of intrusive adjacent land uses, negotiations with neighbours, and the maintenance of migration routes. In turn, as the management needs of established reserves become apparent or as new needs emerge, it might be necessary to return to the selection stage (stage 4) to modify the design of individual reserves or the overall conservation network.

The outlook There are many views about how best to identify priority conservation areas. To some extent this diversity is welcome as it arises from attempts by people with varying backgrounds to solve different problems in different parts of the world. This variety contributes usefully to an ongoing debate about appropriate planning approaches. But some of the divergence is less useful and seems to reflect different, poorly defined conservation goals and different, often implicit assumptions about the constraints under which conservation action will be applied. If these goals and assumptions were defined more explicitly, the relative roles and limitations of alternative approaches might be better understood and more attention could focus on addressing particular knowledge gaps and problems of implementation and management. Both clarity of purpose and productive debate would be achieved more readily if there was more direct interchange between groups working on conservation planning and between these groups and managers who face the daily challenges of staying off threats to biodiversity. Better communication depends inevitably on the interactions between individual researchers and managers, but more regular organized meetings specifically for conservation planning could also achieve much.

Conservation planning is also riddled with uncertainty. In the six stages of planning described here, uncertainty pervades the use of biodiversity surrogates, the setting of conservation targets, decisions about which kinds of land tenure can be expected to contribute to targets and for which features, and decisions about how best to locate, design, implement and manage new conservation areas in the face of limited resources, competition for other uses, and incursions from surrounding areas. New developments in all the planning stages will progressively reduce, but never eliminate, these uncertainties. One implication is that planners, rather than proceeding as if certain, must learn to deal explicitly with uncertainty in ways that minimize the chances of serious mistakes.

An urgent need is for more precision in the measurement of biodiversity and more consistency in mapping it across regions and biomes. In part this can be addressed by the allocation of more resources — funds, personnel and infrastructure — to the collection of field records of species and other biodiversity features. However, because all collections are samples, and as complete inventories of regions are not a realistic option for the foreseeable future, the design of data-collecting activities should be based soundly in ecological theory and should enable the application of proven statistical techniques to the modelling of wider spatial distribution patterns from the point locations that these field records were taken from19.

Another need is for more effort to be applied to mapping patterns and monitoring rates of spread of threats to biodiversity, as it is such threats to which conservation planning should respond. A better understanding of the present and future distribution patterns of various threats will help focus limited conservation resources on areas and features most at risk. It will also clarify the extent to which conservation priorities overlap with priority areas for extractive and destructive uses. Some threats arise for reasons that can be understood only with the benefit of hindsight, but this is no reason not to improve foresight with refined predictions about the effects of extractive uses, urbanization and the spread of alien species.

More precise management prescriptions for the persistence of
biodiversity are also needed. So far, enough is known only about a select few species, mostly large vertebrates and vascular plants, for effective management prescriptions. Finally, and just as importantly, biologists and ecologists must participate more in real planning processes. This is the only sure way to understand fully where the need for new ecological and biological knowledge and what the social and political contraints on effective planning really are.


34. Tscharntke, T. *Biological control of pests: an applied perspective.* Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, Ottawa, 1996.
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